Croaky Meets the Plumber

Choose the word that's spelled correctly. Write it in the blank.

1. My pet frog, Croaky, __________________ (accidentally/accidentaly) jumped down the drain.
2. My mom called the __________________ (plumber/plumer), Mr. Clog, for help.
3. They had a long __________________ (discussion/discussion) about the problem.
4. Mr. Clog came to our house to __________________ (establish/establish) the best plan to __________________ (rescue/rescue) my frog.
5. The use of chemicals would be too __________________ (dangerous/dangerous).
6. At last he came up with a __________________ (strategy/strategy).
7. He asked Mom to cook a small amount of __________________ (spaghetti/spagheti).
8. He also asked her for a wire coat __________________ (hangar/hanger).
9. In my __________________ (imagination/imagination), I could not guess what he was doing.
10. The __________________ (safety/safety) of Croaky was very important.
11. But Mr. Clog acted like it was a __________________ (routine/routine) matter.
12. He placed the noodles and wire __________________ (combination/combination) in the drain.
13. I didn’t think Croaky would try the food, but __________________ (instead/insted), he ate a little of it.
14. Then he climbed onto the wire, __________________ (curious/curious) to see what would happen.
15. I spoke words of __________________ (encouragement/encouragment) to my pet.
16. With my mom’s __________________ (cooperation/coperation), Mr. Clog carefully lifted the wire out of the drain.
17. It was __________________ (unbelievable/unbelieveable) to see Croaky hanging onto the wire!
18. Mr. Clog's unusual plan was indeed a __________________ (success/sucess)!